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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 3 CHILD AGED 8-9 YEARS

Separation from the Earlier Sense of Unity
A sense of separation from the world and people around them brings doubt and confusion.
Individuality emerges out of this sense of alienation and a sense of self comes as a response to
questions such as Who am I? , Where am I? How do I live?
Curriculum Approach to English

Curriculum Approach to History

From the younger state of living within language
the student now can confront language as an
external symbolic system: reading,
comprehension and literature study are now
established.
With Self and World now separating questions of
origins emerge: great literary traditions provide
imaginative expressions of ancient conceptions of
beginnings which are valuable learning
experiences for this age.

In local history the child now has the possibility of
looking objectively at the environment to reflect on
geographic and climatic reasons for development
of farming and where building of communities
occurs.
With Self and World now separating questions of
origins emerge: great cultural literary traditions
provide imaginative expressions of ancient
conceptions of creation which are valuable
learning experiences for this age. There follows
the stories of the historical development of
Traditions in society and historical stages of
Authority and Rulership that preceded the
emergence of individual consciousness and
individual rights.

Curriculum Approach to Science/geography

Curriculum Approach to Maths

This journey is met with practical connection to
the world around the child in respect to their
homes and farm life. Through the work together
on building and farming the sense of separation
from the world is replaced by a sense of
connection to the environment and community
and a feeling of responsibility and confidence.

This is a time when mathematics can be applied
to the outside world which the child perceives
objectively. Thus measurement of length, weight,
capacity, time and money provide a way of
meeting the world and engaging in practical work
such as building.

Engagement through the practical and feeling life
The child feels less at one with the world. Last traces of personal identification with the objects of the
world dwindle and the child’s experience divides into subjective inner experience and objective outer
reality. There is a growing sense of the world outside the home and family
Curriculum Approach to English
As the move from the concrete to the abstract
unfolds, the imagination with its engagement of
feelings provides a bridge between the two. The
writing of more practical Farming and Building
lists, recipes and plans supplements the rich
literature base of the ancient cultures.

Curriculum Approach to History
As the move from the concrete to the abstract
unfolds, the imagination with its engagement of
feelings provides a bridge between the two.
The practical is another bridge allowing
experience of farming and building to give
knowledge and understanding of past and present
practices in different cultures.

Curriculum Approach to Science/geography

Curriculum Approach to Maths

A new interest in the practical world emerges.
Stories of coming to live on the land, to farm and
build, bring a new awakening confidence. Study of
Measurement parallels this coming into
relationship with the world and mastery of it.
Confidence comes from knowing they have the
skills and capacities to connect with, enhance and
construct their environment ie build a home and
live on and cultivate the land to grow food.

The feeling life is balanced by the growing
connection to the world and the possibility of
practical work; measuring, building and farming.
Connection to time can now be made conscious
and the need for barter and money is understood.
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 3 CHILD AGED 8-9 YEARS

(continued)
Cognitive Development
The corpus collosum is now developed and integration of right and left hemispheres is possible. In
terms of the stages of Piaget, the transition years from pre-operational to concrete operational are
over. More children will have become able to use reversibility, seriation and classification. Some
simple sub-classification is possible.
Curriculum Approach to English
Curriculum Approach to History
Formal literacy now unfolds with the brain
integration established, supporting
comprehension of longer more complex texts.
The symbolic realm of print text is perceived as a
whole and language can be experienced as a
separate construct. Hence grammar can be
conceptualised as an abstract set of laws.
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography
Reading longer books of real life on the farm or in
a village with all the trades is now recommended.
In terms of lesson work the children can
experience an understanding of much of the
practical science and geographical understanding
underlying farming and building e.g. balance,
measurement, making butter, growth of grains,
features of a landscape that allow transport and
agricultural use, supply of building materials.
History, Geography, Economics, Measurement
and Science come together in study of farm life
and practical occupations.

This cognitive development allows the practical
work of building, measurement, plans and maps
as well as clock and seasonal time to be
understood and used.

Curriculum Approach to Maths
Children are able to represent problems and
solve them using a variety of strategies. They
can use formal units of measurement.

Rhythm and Memory
Rhythmic review of work continues in a 3 day rhythm which utilises the sleep time in which memory is
imprinted through into the conscious awareness, habits and physical skills.
Curriculum Approach to All Subjects
A 2 or 3 day rhythm or cycle may include
Imaginative presentation through story to introduce a theme.
Then a variety of artistic, imaginative elaborations: review, drawing, further concrete exploration.
Followed by, representation, writing recounts, projects.
.
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DEVELOPMENTAL PROFILE

CLASS 3 CHILD AGED 8-9 YEARS
(continued)

Artistic Multi-modal Imprinting
Knowledge, understanding and skills are more deeply integrated into the body when they are done in
many different modalities.
Curriculum Approach to English
A range of artistic activities, including structured,
imaginative games, speech, drama and visual
arts provide a way of deepening the experience
of English learning at this age.
Curriculum Approach to Science/geography
In Class Three the lessons are often practical and
engage the senses through farming, cooking and
gardening. Duration also become important as
experience of building or farming happens over
time.

Curriculum Approach to History
A range of artistic activities, including drama,
drawing and practical skills provide a way of
deepening the experience of history learning at
this age.
Curriculum Approach to Maths
Narrative, movement, speech, artistic and
practical work all help deepen the learning.

Physical Development
The child develops a firmer gait, speech sounds are formed in the middle of the mouth, the heart
increases in size and the breath/pulse ratio of 1:4 is established.
Curriculum Approach to all Subjects
Longer periods of sustained concentration in literacy and numeracy settings are possible. The
physical work of Farming and Building is able to be taken on.
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Topic 3.1 English

Creation and Tradition

Central Experiences of the Content
Around the age of 9 an existential experience of separation of Self and World can be experienced and
the growing child now looks at the world as a more self conscious individual. This moment provides an
opportunity to consider the great themes of humanity: Creation, Tradition, Authority and how they impact
on the burgeoning individuality. In the history of humanity these themes have been expressed in some of
the great narratives of ancient human cultures, and stories from these cultures are valuable narratives for
the child to experience and to explore at this particular age. These narratives are treated as oral and
written literature, great stories, as myths from classical traditions that speak to the growing child’s
imagination: they are not treated as statements of presumed fact or faith.
Narratives of Creation express the sense of beginnings that an individual starts to confront and question
as they look at the world as a self- conscious entity: how did things begin? Where do I come from? These
narratives do not answer the questions directly for individuals but pose expressions of earlier and
traditional answers in the form of myth and literature.
From Creation there is established a tradition expressed in a civilization that supports or “lives out” that
picture of Creation.
This literature is initially experienced in oral form as teacher-told stories, then read in print form. This
literature provides content for further developing language and literacy skills. Handwriting now moves to
joined script with an emphasis on a formed, aesthetic hand.
Future Capacities
By experiencing the answers of earlier cultures to the questions of beginnings, students are stimulated to
ponder on their own terms. The answer is not given by the traditional narrative, but the images in them
provide a repertoire of imaginative possibilities for the student to consider in building towards their own
individual worldview.
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Content Description
Topic 3.1 English:

Creation and Tradition

Students will learn to:
1. Write with cursive or joined script;
2. Write texts with appropriate punctuation including full stops, question marks, exclamation
marks and speech marks.
3. Create their own illustrated book with texts that adapt language features of the original
Creation and tradition narratives including rhymes and rhythms (poetics).
4. Read a range of literature connected to the narratives.
5. Recall stories sequencing narrative events
6. Use a variety of integrated forms of communication of stories including oral, visual, historical
narrative and dramatic.
7. Learn and recite a range of verse, rhymes and poetry from the narratives.
8. Write creation texts in original language and script, and understand how spoken and written
forms of language are different modes of communication with different features depending on
context and cultural background.
9. Appreciate the way traditional cultures have expressed the sense of creation of the world in
narrative and visual form including the beautiful sphere of the earth.
10. Recognize high frequency sight words.
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration in which students may be involved
Initial Learning
Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Expressed through Skills

Listen to stories of
Creation and Tradition
from classical sources
such as the Hebrew
Testament (Book of
Genesis) or the
Ancient Egyptian
Creation (the Isis and
Osiris myth)

Illustrate the stories of Creation
through drawing and painting;

Create short texts using knowledge
of text structures and language
forms (appropriate punctuation)

Learn traditional texts
(including some in the
original language) from
the cultural traditions
of the narratives

Draw and paint scenes from narratives

Create their own illustrated book of
texts from the stories;
Participate in dramatisations of the
narratives
Retell narratives in sequence

Learn and recite a range of verse,
rhymes and poetry from the narratives
Practice interaction skills including
active listening through all activities

Read a range of literature
connected with the Creation stories
Appreciate the way traditional
cultures have expressed the sense
of Creation in narrative form;
Continue to develop an increased
range of high frequency sight words
Reread own writing and begin to
edit and improve texts
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Topic 3.2 English
The Ancient Literature of Authority and Rulership
Central Experiences of the Content
From the unconscious compliance with given rules which characterises the younger child, the emerging
individuality now becomes aware of the laws and rules which underlie the social fabric of a community.
Early traditions enshrined the community laws in divine authority: a good example from history and
mythology is the proclamation of the Ten Commandments and the establishment of rulership among the
ancient Hebrew people. Working with such a narrative at this time in the child’s development is a valuable
experience in learning about the literature of authority and law. From this historical/literary source the
learning experience can be extended to an understanding of the role of authority vested in responsible
adult carers such as teachers, and working with the laws/rules which govern classroom conduct.

Future Capacities
Experience of the ancient sources of authority in community meets a developmental need in the child of
this age: each age has its needs which build on each stage of development towards the mature formed
adult personality. Learning to respond to authority is a stage which once experienced, can be built on in
the progress towards the adult ideal of being a responsible, self-managing citizen. Democracy as a
process requires discriminating adults who can make informed decisions based on independent
judgement.

Class 3 student painting
Moses on the Mount
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Content Description
Topic 3.2 English

Ancient Literature of Authority and Rulership

Students will learn to:
1. Write texts responding to the literature of Authority and Rulership using appropriate sequencing
and visual elements
2. Understand that successful cooperation with others depends on shared social conventions
expressed in rules, turn-taking and appropriate forms of address
3. Negotiate in collaborative situations using interaction skills, active listening and appropriate oral
expression
4. Create short texts (including planning and drafting) using growing knowledge of structures and
language features and selecting artistic elements appropriate to the purpose
5. Rereads own texts and edits for possible improvements including spelling, punctuation,
structure and meaning
6. Appreciate the establishment of the ancient system of authority and rulership;
7. Recall stories sequencing narrative events
8. Use a variety of integrated forms of communication of stories including oral, visual, historical
narrative and dramatic.
Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration in which students may be involved
Initial Learning
Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Deep Knowledge/
Experiences
Elaboration
Understanding Expressed
through Skills
Listen to narratives of
Illustrate the stories of Tradition through
Write their own narratives
the establishment of
drawing and painting;
based on the spoken
Authority and
narratives using an
Create their own illustrated book of texts
Rulership in an ancient
increasingly wide vocabulary
from the stories;
tradition;
Spelling: Demonstrate the
Participate in dramatisations of the
Eg Judges and Kings
ability to use all blends and
narratives
of the Hebrew
more complex spelling rules
Testament,
Retell narratives in sequence
Use rules for silent letters and
Draw and paint scenes from narratives
consonant-vowel digraphs
Learn traditional texts
Collaboratively
create
their
own
set
of
laws
both poetry and prose
Recognise how prefixes and
for classroom conduct; practice listening to
from the literature of
suffixes change a word’s
contributions of others
Authority and
meaning
Learn and recite a range of verse, rhymes
Rulership
Read a range of literature from
and poetry from the narratives
the narratives
Negotiate in collaborative situations such as
preparing a class set of rules
Teacher’s blackboard drawing
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Topic 3.3

English

Grammar

Central Experiences of the Content
In the earlier years the child experienced language from within, in expressing and communicating
meaning and emotion. Now as the child looks on at the world as a separate entity, so too does language
itself become a separate entity. Its formal structures now appear as separate objects of study. Prior to
this point the child is embedded in language, it is lived in, experienced and used as a concrete thing: now
it is a separate and abstract system of rules and laws. From language as an unconscious action in the
earlier years, the skills of literacy emerge as a conscious understanding. Grammar now unfolds as a
conscious understanding of the laws and rules of language: the child can observe abstractly what
previously had been done/spoken unconsciously.
In keeping with the student’s picture-making faculty, Grammar is brought in imaginative form:
personifications of the abstract parts of speech are introduced through imaginative teacher-created
stories, and elaborated through imaginative activities such as grammar games.
Future Capacities
Imaginative representations of parts of speech and punctuation build a creative bridge from the concrete
to the abstract: the formal concepts are embedded in images which ensure they are more deeply
imprinted.
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Content Description
Topic 3.3
English

Grammar

Students will learn to:
1. Identify basic parts of speech and how they represent differences between people, place or
thing (noun), actions (verbs representing different processes: doing, saying etc), qualities
(adjectives) and details like where, when and how (adverbs)
2. Recognise that capital letters signal proper nouns and commas separate items in a list
3. Identify parts of speech that can be used for appreciating the qualities of people and things
4. Identify the fundamental structure of a sentence including parts of the sentence that represent
who or what is doing the action, and the action
5. Understand that a simple sentence expresses a single idea
6. Emergent understanding of how simple sentences can be joined
7. Write sentences with appropriate punctuation including question and exclamation marks,
apostrophes and commas.
8. Understand that sentences can be used in different ways to ask for information, make offers
and give commands, and use appropriate punctuation to express these differences.

Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration in which students may be involved
Initial Learning
Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Listen to imaginative
representations of
elements of grammar in
story form;

Illustrate the stories through drawing
and painting;

Participate in games
which use play to
represent parts of speech
and grammar rules

Create their own illustrated book of texts
from the stories;
Participate in dramatisations of grammar
stories
Retell stories in sequence
Learn and recite a range of verse,
rhymes and poetry which characterise
qualities of parts of speech

Deep Knowledge/
Understanding Expressed
through Skills
Define the basic parts of
speech: noun, verb, adverb,
adjective.
Identify different kinds of
nouns: common, proper
(including use of capital letter),
collective
Write sentences that have
appropriate structure
Use commas to make pauses
in sentences, and to separate
lists

Participate in games which build an
understanding of grammatical rules
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Topic 3.4 English

Reading Program

Central Experiences of the Content

As the students separate from the world, full literacy becomes appropriate and expected. Students now
relate more naturally to the symbolic world of print out of themselves rather than through any lingering
imitation of adults. A Reading Program supports and challenges the students in developing literacy skills
and appreciating good quality literature.
Future Capacities
A wide reading program supports future imaginative possibilities, building independent readers who can
form independent judgements based on a wide and reflective reading practice. A healthy foundation for
building curious and reflective adults is a school-based reading program that introduces a wide range of
challenging and serious literature to students in a supported and secure classroom context.
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Content Description
Topic 3.4 English

Reading Program

Students will learn to:
1. Read comfortably a range of fiction and non-fiction texts using word attack skills;
2. Compare different kinds of images in narrative and informative texts and explore how they
contribute to meaning
3. Read with a range of comprehension strategies including contextual, grammatical, morphemic
and phonological to build literal and inferred meaning in a range of oral and written texts;
4. Begin developing a personal response to literary texts expressed through more extended and
technical vocabulary;
5. Discuss how plot, characters and events in a range of literary texts are presented in different
ways and share personal responses including listening to the responses of others
6. Discuss how language is used to describe the setting of literary texts
7. Use interaction skills in an appropriate manner in discussions about texts
8. Identify the audience of different texts both informative and imaginative
9. Write their own texts using a range of text types: narrative, first person recount (journal),
10. Report and procedure (integrated across all Year 3 topics)
11. Use paragraphs to organise longer texts
12. Make short oral informal presentations
13. Describe some differences between imaginative and informative texts
14. Know that word contractions are a feature of informal language and are expressed in print with
an apostrophe,

Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration in which students may be involved
Initial Learning
Experiences
Read a range of
fiction and non
fiction texts in a
supported program

Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical
Elaboration

Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Expressed through Skills

Make short presentations giving
synopses of texts
Discuss with others the plot,
character and setting of fiction
texts including what characters
might or might not do in certain
situations.
Express personal point of view in
discussing texts
Draw connections between
personal experience and texts

Generate questions to explore
comprehension of texts
Make inferences and integrate information
from a range of texts
Identify typical structures of texts
Read a range of fiction and non-fiction texts
silently and aloud accurately and fluently.
Use spelling rules, phonological and
morphemic knowledge to understand
uncommon and unfamiliar words
Recognise word contractions
with missing letters
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Topic 3.5

Geography/Science/History
Farming and Gardening

Now you see that the material you have gathered through describing the environment (in class 1 and 2)
you employ in a free way for forming your lesson on practical occupations. The child of about nine in the
third class can very well gain an idea….of how to manure, and how to plough; what rye and wheat look
like. In short you let the child enter into his surroundings as far as he can with understanding.
Rudolf Steiner Curriculum Lecture 1 1919

Central Experiences of the Content
At a time when the children are beginning to feel separated from the world they need to experience the
deep interconnections between all realms of life. The children will be involved in stories of the daily and
seasonal life on the farm. They will experience the work of the human being in harmony with the earth, its
landscape, its seasons, the plants and animals. Real experiences of making butter and bread, growing
grains and spinning wool will now be more consciously experienced as part of the work which the
children can do. The interdependence of the geography, history, land use and economic life of the area is
explored. Their experiences now will form the basis for work later in their schooling on ecology and the
economy.
Future Capacities
Deep reverence is awoken for the sacrifices of the kingdoms of nature, their interdependence and gifts of
the earth; the soil, rivers, rain and the wonder of the plant kingdom that provides us with food and
materials for clothing and shelter. The animals that help provide milk, wool and honey are appreciated
also as part of a finely balanced web of life. The understanding of human stewardship evolves, not
conceptually at this age but through joyful experience and gratitude.
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Content Description
Topic 3.5
Geography/Science/English/History:
Farming and Gardening
Students will learn to:
1. Recall, draw, map, label and write a description of the work of a mixed farm over the seasons and
the role of the sun and rain as well as the ability of the farmer/gardener to cultivate the soil through
e.g. compost.
(Use appropriate informative language in outlining a procedure in farming e.g. planting, harvesting
or threshing, and in oral reports of farming visits. Identify direction (cardinal compass points e.g
sunrise in east and winter sun in north) and location of places e.g. markets, transport, mills,
craftspeople, their purpose, distance (near and far) and accessibility and how often people visit
them. Use appropriate geographical language.)
2. Outline the different crops on a farm and their growth through the seasons.
3. Discover the different crops of their own local region now and in the past (from stories and maps or
photographs) and visit and observe and the work of a farm and write a report of the visit.
4. Appreciate the processes and working together of many people necessary to produce goods.
5. Question, reflect on and write about the things we eat, use or wear to discover the role of the earth
in our lives.
6. Explore and understand the use of tools to grow and make food.
7. Hold a market garden stall to sell, barter or share their produce.
8. Create a vegetable and grain garden, raise seeds, water, weed and harvest produce; learning,
questioning, predicting how the garden can best be positioned/cared for. Suggest action to solve a
geographical challenge. Research, record and communicate results (using written, graphic, tabular
and visual form).
9. Listen to stories, explore and/or investigate through interview the Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander relationship to the land of the area, their place names, sacred sites, the changes that have
occurred over time, the need for their care and their way of providing food.
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Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration in which students may be involved
Initial Learning
Multi-Modal Artistic/Practical Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Experiences
Elaboration
Expressed through Skills
Hear an ongoing story of a
mixed farm and the children
who help with the work.

Listen to detailed stories of
the farmer ploughing,
furrowing, harrowing,
watering, weeding,
harvesting.

Hear of the produce of the
farm, the many tradespeople
who help: e.g. the thresher,
miller, baker; the farmer; the
milking hands, the makers of
dairy products e.g. cheese
makers.
Hear about the compost, the
worm farm and how they
support the vegetable
gardens.
Hear about or visit a bee
keeper, hear stories of the
role of bees, visit a mill.
Visit a local farm and orchard
and participate in farm work
and observe both human
work and the role of tools
and machinery
Hear stories of local
aboriginal land use and food
provision, and changes over
time.

Illustrate the activities on the
farm in their books with
pictures of events and
processes and a bird’s eye
view map of the farm.
Prepare and develop a class
garden through: green manure
crops, weeding, bedpreparation, composting, and
planting of seeds, seedlings or
bulbs. Grow vegetables,
flowers and herbs.
Grow vegetables, grains and
harvest, glean, thresh, winnow
and mill them and make bread.
Improve farming practices and
yield. Make cream, butter and
soft cheese by hand with
simple tools and eat these with
the bread.
Layer the different components
of the compost, monitor and
turn. Create and tend a worm
farm.
Card and spin fleece and dye
with local plants; eat
honeycomb, make candles.
Use a plough, rake, shovel,
and fork; see winnowing
machines, seed fiddles,
scythes, slashers, fruit picking
equipment.
Participate in a bushwalk
observing the bush foods.

Reflect on, write about our clothes,
food and furniture and where we get
them from. Describe the work of the
farm, cultivation of the soil, the crops
and their seasonal growth.
Monitor the garden and water, weed
or thin out crops as needed. Write
out planting and harvesting
schedules, crop labels, monitor and
record rainfall. Appreciate the role of
nature, write a grace/blessing.
Write out and illustrate the
processes, recognise grains and
prepare the stall for sale of goods,
write prices, keep money
transactions written down and tally
profit and plan purchases for further
seeds. Communicate/reflect on steps
of the farming improvements.
Observe and identify the difference
between raw/ ready compost.
Discuss and record how the worm
castings and worm juice contribute to
the garden.
Describe the contribution of animals,
the importance of bees to plant
growth.
Record and write about the history of
farm tools and their uses as well as
simple modern machinery.

Draw and identify the bush foods
available in the local environment.
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Topic 3.6 Science/Geography/History/English
Building
Dwelling
The earth is the home of all people,
Its ceiling the blue sky above;
Its floor is the ground on which we walk
Upheld by a selfless love.
The sun warms our home in the daytime
The moon and the stars light the night,
And over it all with great wisdom
God rules with a lawful might.

And out of this home with heavens help,
From water, fire , air and earth
Is fashioned a house for every soul
To dwell in from time of birth.
The heart is the sun which warms our house
The stars are the light in our mind
And when in our deeds there is warmth and light
Then God finds a home in humankind

Central Experiences of the Content
When, at this age, the children feel themselves an individual upon the earth they can bring their will into
practical tasks in a realm where responsibility and focus are required. This topic helps the children who
are becoming more connected to the world to find strength and clarity as well as the confidence to know
that they can build themselves a home upon the earth. This topic generally succeeds the measurement
topic and the children are able to do scale drawings and imagine clear measurements for their building.
The various elements of design; to protect people from the elements, allow light to enter, space to rise to
the sky above, provide personal space and enfold the family are balanced. Looking at the different trades
required to build a house fosters a sense of gratitude and cooperation and the review of houses around
the world in different landscapes and climates, brings social understanding.

Future Capacities
There is a balance between self- reliance and community. The children will feel capable of building a
home yet they also experience that in order to live every living thing needs other living things. Human life
is lived in community and ideally the skills of each person are given to that community and each person
also in turn receives the contribution of each other member. Observing the homes in the different places
around the world gives a cultural connection and understanding.
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Content Description
Topic 3.6 Science/Geography/History/English

Building

Students will learn to:
1. Understand the role of and appreciate the homes we have- our body, our house and the earth.
2. Describe and draw the varied homes of the world regions, both near and far throughout time and
in relation to the different climates types of the world and the characteristics and features of local
areas such as landscapes with various local materials. (They see similarities and differences in
and pose questions and record information about the relationship between weather, landscape,
vegetation and housing materials from stories, books or photographs.)
3. Develop confidence and skills in house design and practical building, understanding the need for
qualities such as shelter, warmth and light. Draw house plans, label, show compass direction
and represent information in practical lists and tables.
4. Appreciate and understand the role of the many tradespeople that help to build our homes and
support our lives.
5. Understand the various materials available in the environment and tools used for building and
their qualities and advantages and use them safely.
6. Reflect on the way space is used for different activities and can be rearranged for different
purposes.
7. Understand, through story, songs and poems the connection that Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples have to place and their local sacred sites, and changes that have occurred,
how they may be cared for.
8. Geographical Skills: Pose questions about familiar and unfamiliar places, collect and record data
and information from observation, pictures, storybooks or interviews in tables, plans, labelled
maps. They form and communicate findings, plans and lists in written, oral and visual form,
reflecting on their learning and on results of practical action taken.
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Threefold Cycle of Content Elaboration in which students may be involved
Initial Learning Experiences
Multi-Modal
Deep Knowledge/ Understanding
Artistic/Practical
Expressed through Skills
Elaboration
Story and discussion with the
Draw the body as our
Appreciate their personal house or
teacher about our first home –
home, the interaction with
body. Write a poem or description of
our body: the dome of the
the world through the
the body as a house of the self.
head, windows of the senses,
senses, the roof of the sky,
strong, firm columns of the
the carpet of grass, the sun
legs, doors where the world
or moonlight, the shade of
enters.
trees.
Discuss why we need a house Draw the homes of various
Write about the different homes of
to protect ourselves from the
animals for their young eg
animals, their purpose and structure
cold, wind and rain; yet
birds nest, rabbit burrow,
e.g. six sided bees hive structure.
animals live in the air or on
spiders web, beehive,
Describe the features of family
water, or on the land.
kangaroo pouch. Draw a
homes for people, the different
house for people.
needs to those of animals.
Hear stories of the homes of
Build a lean to, a bark hut,
Understand the relationship of the
many countries in different
or a tepee; draw an igloo, a house to its environment; label and
environments, in different
tree house, a houseboat.
describe different houses, building
times and with diverse
materials and the needs they meet,
materials: stone, mud, wood,
advantages and disadvantages.
brick, bamboo, wool, ice
blocks, bark.
Listen to stories of building a
Design a simple stone hut,
Reflect on light, winter sun, water
house; discuss plans,
log cabin or a family home.
supply, heating, surroundings and
measurement and structures
Draw detailed plans to
the different activities that need to
of a home for different needs
scale.
be incorporated in a home.
and activities.
Make mud bricks- build a
Outline: the materials used for
Visit a building site to inspect
playground hut, pizza oven
building and their properties; the role
the various tasks of the trades; or farm shed.
of the foundations, joists,
bricklayer, electrician, plumber, Build a model of their
floorboards, beams, cross braces,
painter, plasterer, their tools.
house design.
roofing, windows, and doors.
Understand the contribution of the
many tradespeople.
Question, evaluate, adjust, develop
and communicate about better
design, building and techniques.
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Class 3 House Building projects
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Topic 3.8

Mathematics: Processes and Strategies
Throughout the Year and in Main Lesson Blocks

Central Experience
The knowledge, understanding and skills are developed further by a balance of revising, enriching and
extending the strategies and computational work of the previous year. Simple division is consolidated
through narrative and picture contexts as well as concrete work and written algorithms which bring the
children closer to the mastery of the four processes. Fluency increases with continued practice.
Extension of number sense and mathematical thinking through exploring possible solutions to story
problems now and throughout the measurement and building topics develops strong skills in using and
adapting strategies and transferring understanding to new situations.
Future Capacities
The world of number becomes a realm in which the children begin to move with confidence and creative
problem solving. They unfold the practical, visual and concrete skills which underlie the ability to transfer
and adapt skills. As the year progresses they have ample opportunity to apply this to the real worlds of
measurement, building and farming as a preparation for their future capacity to use mathematics to
understand and make decisions about the world.
Content Description
Topic 3.8

Mathematics:
Processes and Strategies
(Throughout the Year and in Main Lesson Blocks)

Students learn to
1. Recognise, model, read, write and sequence numbers to 10,000
2. Rhythmically count in all numbers to 12 lots of 12; by 1s, 5s and 10s to 1000.
3. Recite 2x, 3x. 4x, 5x, 6x, 8x, 9x, 10x tables
4. Represent the tables relationships between 2,4,8 and 12 ; 3, 6 and 9; 5 and10
5. Identify place value in numbers to 10,000
6. Explore and use efficient strategies
7. Estimate and solve algorithms to 1000 with trading including simple division (to 100) with
remainders
8. Represent vertical layout for addition and subtraction in narrative, pictorial and written form and
solve problems
9. Use mental arithmetic strategies for addition and subtraction involving two and three digit numbers
done orally : the jump strategy, the split strategy, bridging the decades, changing the order of
addends to form multiples of 10
10. Round off numbers
11. Solve simple equations with 2 operations
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Three-fold Content Elaborations
Possible Learning
Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

Representation and
Understanding

Children engage in
stories in relation to the
literature content and
topics for the year and
the number mysteries,
practical work and
problems therein.

They act out, draw, recreate in practical
situations and solve number mysteries in
stories.

Children recognise, model,
read, write and sequence
numbers to 10,000 in their
problem solving.
They estimate and solve
algorithms to 1000 with trading
They round off numbers

They develop their own practical
extensions of the work and strategies to
meet them.
They use addition and subtraction skills,
number facts, multiplication and division
skills and diverse strategies to solve
questions.
They explore links between the four
processes

They represent and solve
simple equations with 2
operations
They use strategies such as
visual and concrete
representation, counting on,
partitioning and regrouping.

They explore sums with larger numbers to
10,000 and beyond
Children engage in
rhythmic and
mathematical morning
circle work throughout
the year.
They move within the
circle, use body
percussion and recite
poems, verse and chant
tables, number facts and
sequences.

They develop more complex movements
for the later tables’ patterns. They extend
work on chanting different tables such as
2x, 3x, 4x together with three different
movements with someone holding the
beat.

Rhythmically count in all
numbers to 12 lots of 12;
They count by 1s, 5s and 10s
to 1000.
They recite 2x, 3x. 4x, 5x, 6x,
8x, 9x, 10x tables

They say the early tables forwards and
back.
They observe and communicate what
they have seen eg when was there no
movement?
They can play games eg fizz, bang,
wallop

Children visualise the
process of short division
through images from
stories.

They draw, use concrete objects initially
to experience and then write division
sums.

They understand and solve
simple division with numbers
to 100 and remainders.

They hear more
complex stories and are
given practical tasks
which require vertical
layout of longer sums

They first revise through a time of
concrete work then draw the columns
house neatly and label the hundreds, tens
and units and initially draw examples.

They represent vertical layout
for addition and subtraction in
narrative, pictorial and written
form and solve problems with
trading.

Children are given
guided problems to
discover how to link
multiplication and
division facts using
groups or arrays and
mental strategies to
recall multiplication facts
up to 10x10.

They discover the commutative property
of multiplication
7x9=9x7
They use known facts to work out
unknown facts eg
5 x 5 = 25 so 5 x 6 = (5 x 5) + 5
–They find the relationship between
multiplication facts
eg. ‘The multiplication facts for 6 are
double the multiplication facts for 3’

They use efficient mental
strategies to recall
multiplication facts.
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Topic 3.9 Maths Measurement Length, Weight and Capacity
Let my life be measured
Not in years nor days
But by the LENGTH of my endeavours
The WEIGHT of my deeds
The CAPACITY of my love
And the VALUE of my service to others
(Hatton, 1980)
Central Experience
One way of connecting with the surrounding world in a very concrete and tangible way is through
measuring it. Firstly through bodily measurements and then through various standardized measurements,
the Class 3 child begins to connect more consciously with himself and his world. He slowly attempts to
objectify and quantify his very subjective experience of the world. In so doing he furthers his quest to gain
knowledge of his world. Through the experience of old Egyptian, Roman and English systems of
measurement, he uses his feet, hands, arms, legs and body to measure distance. His sense of balance
and equilibrium give him the possibility to feel the weight of things in the world. Then, moving from
mouthfuls and handfuls to various containers and vessels, he is able to explore capacity. It is only at the
end of this Main Lesson that the very abstract metric system of measure is finally introduced. These
measures, although conveniently based on 10, have not evolved from any tangible body measure but
have been derived from very abstract earth measures.
This Topic links well with the others for Class 3 – it relates to Building and as such it can link to when the
children come to the measuring necessary for their building project and the plans. It also links to stories
of Israel in Egypt. When Moses grew up among the Egyptians and learned their wisdom they had much
to teach by way of measuring their world. The stature, cubit, span, palm and digit provide a wonderful
means of connecting with the wisdom of numbers as expressed in the bodily proportions of the human
being. Other Systems of measurement such as the Roman and English Imperial System also provide a
very human possibility to explore the story of measuring not only distance, but weight and capacity. With
the development of building and trading the need for standardized systems of measure evolves.
This topic could be introduced thematically through the Main Lesson and then continued throughout the
year in practice lessons.
Future Capacities
The children experience a practical way of measuring themselves against life. It is a process of
awakening to the world. This ability to objectify and quantify allows working together in community and
cooperation in the economic sphere.
The experience of weighing brings about a very different mood to that of measuring distance, which
involves really looking out into the world and moving through space with our bodies (stepping, pacing,
spanning, stretching etc.) Weighing is a much more inward experience – it needs to be felt – we feel an
object’s weight – we can even close our eyes to do this. Capacity, on the other hand involves us both
going out and coming back in – how can we measure our holding or containing an amount. It is
interesting to reflect upon how different types of bodily measurement engage us in our world and connect
us (through our senses) to this world in very different ways. Once we remove ourselves, however and
depend solely upon instruments to measure, our connection is severed. It is only through an ability to find
our own measure and to estimate that we retain our connection.
(Pilko, 2009)
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Content Description
Topic 3.9 Mathematics

Measurement Length, Weight and Capacity

Students learn to:
1. Understand, illustrate and describe the history of measurement through body-based and
standardised systems and use a ruler, balance and scales.
2. Estimate, measure, compare and record length in m, cm and mm; weight in kg and g and
capacity in litres and ml and calculate simple conversions
3. Represent data in picture graphs
4. Use half and quarter informally in measurement eg building and farming
5. Gather data, draw and record measurement information through tables and picture graphs

Possible Learning
Experiences

Threefold Content Elaboration
Multimodal Artistic Activities

Representation and
Understanding

Students hear stories of the
development of linear
measurement in ancient times,
how the need arose and the
way in which the human body
provided the first measures

They use their feet, hands, arms,
legs and body to measure the
stature, cubit, span, palm and
digit
They experience their own body
proportions

They understand why a
measure is necessary for
building and trade
and the advantages of the use
of the body

Through stories they
experience the need for formal
standardised measurement
and the Roman and English
systems

They explore the possibilities for
making a standard and using it
They make a ruler with 12
divisions and a tape measure.
They measure lengths with a
rolling wheel; they measure
themselves eg height

They understand how a
standard measure works
They represent data gathered in
picture graphs

They hear of measure of
weight in ancient times through
the understanding of a balance
and scales

They guess which of two objects
is heavier and experience a sense
of their own balance as the way
this is judged
They experience weighing against
a standard in scales

They experience weighing
things up in both a literal and
figurative sense
They gain skill in using a
balance and scales

Students listen to stories of
trade using capacity

They explore capacity through the
body eg handfuls, mouthfuls and
then through different containers

They understand the need for
standardisation of measurement
of capacity

Through story of trade and
building they hear of the need
for estimation and for
conversion between units of
measure eg feet to inches
Students are introduced to the
metric system and the base of
10

They undertake practical activities

They convert within different
measurement systems

They make, use metre, cm, mm
rulers, gram and kilogram weights
and litre containers for measuring.

They estimate, measure,
compare and record length in m,
cm and mm; weight in kg and g
and capacity in litres/ ml.
They understand that measures
are more easily compared when
the same unit is used; that a
smaller unit will give a more
exact measure.

They solve story problems using
addition and subtraction.
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Topic 3.10 Mathematics

Measurement -Time

The Sun
The seasons that flow around the year
Change because I am far or near
The stones, the animals, the people, the treesThey all receive their light from me
So says the Sun with golden glow
Creating the cycles of time we know.

Central Experience
When looking at time the historical steps are again retraced so understanding can be built in sequential,
active processes showing the measurement of time in relation to the real world. Estimation skills are
encouraged through this process. Through the Farming Topic the children are brought closer to time as
they explore the growth of produce throughout the seasons and the daily aspects of farm life such as
milking and gathering eggs.
Now they

Future Capacities
The experience of time in relation to the cosmos is built through the morning and afternoon verses and
greetings and the festivals throughout the early years. The continuation of this experience, now brought
practically through eg the sundial allows the sense of the sure ordering of the universe to bring trust and
connection to the child for the future.

.
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Content Description
Topic 3.10 Mathematics

Measurement – Time

Students learn to
1. Recall stories of, illustrate, make timepieces from and write about the history of time
measurement in ancient cultures
2. Read and record hours and minutes from a clock face and from a digital clock and explore
relationships between units
3. Use a calendar and the terms year, season, month, week and day and know the number of
days in each month
Threefold Content Elaborations
Possible Learning
Experiences

Multimodal Artistic
Activities

Representation and Understanding

Children hear stories from the
history of measurement of time
which speak of the relationship
between the sun, the stars and
the earth

They recall, illustrate
and make measurement
devices from the stories.

Children experience time in relation to the
sun, moon, earth and stars.

They hear of the star maps,
oil lamps (China) t-square,
sundial – with plumb line to the
stars -Egypt), hourglass, the
waterclock - clepsydra(China) ,
the marked candle in China
and later churches and
monasteries
Children hear of the base 60
for time of the day

Children hear of the 360 or
365 days developed in ancient
times the past use of
calendars

They measure time with
the sundial, candle and
oil lamp.
They record Babylonian,
Chinese and Egyptian
measurement of time.

They make a clock face
and explore time units of
the day, hours and
minutes

They make a calendar
and mark months and
days of the week and
dates

They understand the need for time
measurement during the night when the
suns shadow was not visible
They explore ways to represent time
through informal units

They understand and use concepts of
day, hour, minute and second.
They read and record hours and minutes
from a clock face and from a digital clock
and explore relationships between units
They read and understand a calendar and
the concepts of year, season, month,
week,
They learn rhymes for the length of days
of different months
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Topic 3.11 Mathematics

Measurement- Money

Central Experience
The measurement of value has a slightly different context than other Measurement Topics. It also has an
alternate aspect of gifting in which the value is deemed not necessary of measurement. The experience
of value is also in some ways more subjective. It is not set by the movements of the sun and earth or by
its size. The value of an object is very much determined by its abundance and people's need of it as well
as the time and effort to produce it. The need for a common measure of value underlies the development
of money from earlier systems of bartering and exchange.
Future Capacities
Through beginning with an experience of trade and barter the children have within them a sense of real
value. Through work they have done themselves to grow vegetables or make craft items they experience
the human work and the gifts of the earth. Then money is not something removed from life.
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Content Description
Topic 3.11 Mathematics

Measurement-Money

Students learn to:
1. Experience and understand gifting and barter and their advantages and limitations and the
historical development of means of exchange
2. Recognise, order and count the value of Australian coins and notes.
3. Represent money values in multiple ways and count the change required for simple
transactions to the nearest five cents.”
4. Solve simple problems and use decimal notation in money problems
Content Elaborations
Possible Learning
Multimodal Artistic Activities Representation and
Experiences
Understanding
Children hear stories of gifting
They harvest vegetables, herbs They experience that in a
and barter of goods grown and and fruit they have grown and
community people can chose
made as in earlier times.
prepare them for distribution as
freely what to make and contribute
well as craft items and cooked
and that cooperation helps the
foods.
goods to be distributed to where
they are needed by people. They
They cooperate to help share
see that regular and simultaneous
the goods available.
gifting is possible.
They work out ways to find
equivalence based on the work
involved, the quality, the needs
and the most wanted items.

They also understand that barter
can involve a process of valuing
the goods and that there are many
variables involved in this.

Children hear of the beginning
of finding a form of exchange
eg in Ancient China where
cowry shells were used and
then stone and metal
implements. The koku (Japan)
and shekel (Mesopotamia)
were both based on grain
weights.

They make their own forms of
money and exchange their
goods for this.

They experience the need for
durability, availability and ease of
transporting.

Children hear stories of the
development of coins and of
the Australian coins and their
markings.

They sell produce to the wider
community with the use of
money. They add costs, count
money and give change.

They practise writing different
amounts of money using the
decimal point.
Practise setting out and solving
different sums using dollars and
cents.
Practise simple problems involving
money.
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Topic 3.12 Mathematics

Form Drawing Class 3

One should make the child aware of the fact that the whole human being takes part when he is
drawing a circle, that even the eyes are making a circular movement. This feeling for forms,
their curves, their straightness, their rhythms and movements is what Rudolf Steiner wanted to
awaken….our active gaze should re-awaken the forms inwardly.
Niederhauser and Frohlich (1984).
The Central Experience of the Content
The children now are able to draw fourfold symmetries and to metamorphose two or more
elements. They can transpose around an axis. They are able to draw direction reversals.
Increasing complexity of forms is built up slowly over the year.
Future Capacities
Through this activity the children connect themselves with the formative forces that shape the
world and they unfold an appreciation for order and symmetry, beauty and harmony, which
strengthens the imaginative faculty. Through the continual creative effort of the repetition of
forms, they develop their will and a capacity to balance and harmonise.
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Content description
Topic 3.12 Mathematics

Form Drawing Class 3
(usually done as blocks or weekly lessons)

Students will learn to:
1. Find, explore, move and draw:
2. Geometrical forms with an emphasis on circular forms;
3. More complex metamorphosis of ribbon forms and direction reversals;
4. Horizontal and vertical symmetries of increasing complexity;
5. Inner and outer symmetries or transformations;
6. Fourfold Symmetries;
7. Transformation of rounded alphabet sequences;
8. Explore and use in movement and drawing the directions of space and the polarities of
movement (fast/slow, holding/ releasing);
9. Develop harmony, symmetry, beauty and order of form.
Content Elaboration
Possible Learning
Experiences

Children visualise and
follow inwardly the
movement of the forms
presented with their
dynamic and imaginative
gestures.
They explore these forms
in their body and the
world around them.
They connect to the
formative forces of the
natural world.
*They repeatedly practice
forms by walking the
patterns in Eurythmy
lessons and other group
geometrical movement
exercises.
Children observe,
visualise and investigate
horizontal and vertical
symmetries and ribbon
forms of increasing
complexity presented by
the teacher.

Multi-Modal Artistic Activities

Representation and
Understanding

Children explore and dramatise
movement of forms through class
and individual expression.

Children gain experience and skill
in inner/outer orientation and
balance through spacing, position
and balance of form on the page:
right/ left, top/ bottom,
beginning/end.

The children experience movement
between the polarities of fast/slow,
holding/ releasing and finding the
balance point and the pause in the
flow.
They express polarities experienced
in colour which complement or
enhance the form: receding or
radiating, active or passive, merging
or forming.

They unfold an appreciation of
order, symmetry, beauty and
harmony which strengthen the
imaginative faculty.
Children through repetition of
forms develop strength of will,
grace and purposefulness.

They develop spatial orientation,
body geography and harmonious
balanced movement.

Draw, transform, complete and
transcribe on paper, changes in
direction, horizontal and vertical
symmetries and metamorphosed
ribbon forms of increasing
complexity including intersecting
forms.

They are able to metamorphose
two or more elements or
movements in one form eg
increasing curve and curved to
looped in one two line form.
Children are able to transpose
forms around a horizontal or
vertical axis and actively finish
forms with two or more lines or
multiple concave and convex
curves and loops as well as
straight lines.
They can complete double
symmetries in which the line
crosses over to the other side.
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Content Elaboration
Possible Learning
Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic Activities

Representation and
Understanding

Children observe,
visualise and inwardly
complete exercises of
four fold symmetry.

They draw, transform and complete
four fold symmetry on the board, on
the floor and on paper.

They are able to complete fourfold
symmetries with and without axis
guidelines.

Children observe,
visualise and inwardly
complete exercises in
circles, spirals and
circular symmetries.
Children can observe,
visualise and inwardly
complete exercises in
inner and outer
symmetry
Observe, visualise and
inwardly complete
transformations of the
curved alphabet
sequence.

They are able to work from the
centre out and the periphery in with
manifold forms of interplay of
circumference and centre.

They can maintain a balance
between centre and
circumference.
They can harmonize movement
between in and outgoing spirals.

They complete and draw sequences
of transformation from inner to outer
and vice versa.

They will draw the corresponding
form of the next letter based on the
curved gesture of the transformation
given.
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OVERARCHING THEMES
Which are implemented throughout

Stage 1: Classes K- 3

Contents
A.
B.
C.
D.

Festivals, Celebrations and Rhythms of Time
Outdoor Play, Bushwalk and Practical Garden and Home Activities
Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Morning Circle

NOTE:
Themes B & D refer to Classes 1-3 only. For Kindergarten / Foundation these
themes are incorporated into the Topics

Revisions included in this document:
April 2012
Numbering added to Content Descriptions to enable cross-referencing
August 2013 Geography material added
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Overarching Themes
Which Are Implemented Throughout Classes 1 - 3

Theme A: Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time
Integrated Theme

Stage 1 Classes 1-3

“Throughout the year we fulfil the common tasks and duties of daily life and at the times of a festival we
turn our attention to the links which bind us with eternity. And although daily life is fraught with many a
struggle, at these times a feeling awakens within us that above all the strife and turmoil there is peace
and harmony”
Rudolf Steiner
"Those who contemplate the beauty of the Earth find reserves of strength that will endure as long as life
lasts. There is symbolic as well as actual beauty in the migration of birds, the ebb and flow of tides, the
folded bud ready for spring. There is something infinitely healing in the repeated refrains of nature -- the
assurance that dawn comes after the night and spring after the winter."
Rachel Carson
The Central Experience of the Content
As in times past festivals are held to celebrate such events as the harvest or spring. They bring whole
communities together in shared purpose and highlight the supportive cycles of life, they bring meaning to
human existence and reconnect people with the universe and their origins. The children sense the joy
and gratitude in the community around them.
Future Capacities
The experience of the festivals will live within the child, fostering reverence through the acknowledgement
of something greater than themselves, allowing trust to grow and gratitude and harmony to be more
deeply experienced.
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Content description
Integrated Overarching Theme

Celebrations, Festivals and Rhythms of Time

Students will learn to connect to the rhythms and places of the world and how others connect- through
learning to:
1. Sing, recite and follow creative movement for the rhythms of time and celebrate the rhythms of the
day and night and connect with sun, the moon and stars.
2. Hear stories of festivals and family celebrations and experience cycles of the seasons through
celebrations for harvest, mid-winter and spring.
3. Observe and celebrate the changing beauty and bounty of nature
4. Listen and connect to stories of the past ways of preparing festivals through growing food, cooking,
making handcrafts and storytelling and music.
5. Recall stories, draw pictures and write a sentence about aspects of festivals and family
celebrations from teachers and elders
6. Bake, make decorations and gifts for festivals, dress in festive clothes and learn music and dances.
7. Celebrate school festivals and community gatherings as well as class celebrations such as
birthdays, farewells and end of term celebrations.
8. Celebrate seasonal and world events from diverse cultures, including Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander cultures, the Countries/Places that they belong to and why they are important to them.
Content Elaboration
Threefold Cycle of Content
Learning Experiences

Multimodal Artistic Activities

They experience the nature
and festival table with art
prints, representation of
elements of nature from the
mineral, plant and animal
world.

Children experience the rhythms of time in
games lessons in which circle dances of the
seasons, day and night and cosmic movement
of the sun and planets are embodied.

Children attend festivals of
the school, class
community and parent and
wider community.

Children dance, move, sing, clap and recite
days of the week, months, seasons and
cosmic cycles in their morning circle each day.
Children recall stories and draw and paint
aspects of the story.

Children hear stories of
autumn, harvest, winter,
spring and chosen cultural
festivals.

They prepare for festivals- harvesting produce,
baking soups, cakes, bread; decorating,
making gifts for farewells and birthdays;
dressing in e.g. spring flower wreaths.

Children commemorate
world events from many
cultures in assemblies /
festivals

Children learn and perform instrumental music,
songs, poems and dances for the festival.
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Deep Knowledge,
Understanding and
Skills
Children write about
the seasonal, nature
and cultural festivals.
They read their own
stories.
They experience the
security of the rhythms
of life and the joyful
anticipation of the
return of the cycles of
celebration.
Children experience
community as it
supports people
throughout the
passage of time.
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Overarching Theme B: The World Around Us –
Outdoor Play, Bushwalk and Practical Garden and Home Activities
Science/Geography Stage 1 Classes 1 - 3

By the channels of coolness the echoes are calling,
And down the dim gorges I hear the creek falling;
It lives in the mountain where moss and the sedges
Touch with their beauty the banks and the ledges.
Through breaks of the cedar and sycamore bowers
Struggles the light that is love to the flowers;
And, softer than slumber, and sweeter than singing,
The notes of the bell-birds are running and ringing
Henry Kendell, Bellbirds

Often I sit, looking back to a childhood
Mixt with the sights and the sounds of the wildwood,
Longing for power and the sweetness to fashion.
Lyrics with beats like the heart-beats of passion;
Songs interwoven of lights and of laughters
Borrowed from bell-birds in far forest rafters;
So I might keep in the city and alleys
The beauty and strength of the deep mountain valleys,
Charming to slumber the pain of my losses
With glimpses of creeks and a vision of mosses.

The Central Experiences of the Content
Children of this age still create activities themselves around what they need to explore and they
investigate the puzzles of the world in their environment with enthusiasm and joy. Teachers program
scheduled time for these activities each day and create an environment rich in natural materials for cubby
building and exploration, gardens to tend and vegetables or herbs to grow and with which to cook.
Future Capacities
Children are engaged in experiencing the teacher as a scientist, observing the natural world,
safeguarding living things, working to support the environment and to use natures produce with gratitude.
They imitate these moods and activities and begin to initiate their own relationships which can awaken a
lifelong connection to the natural world. Through creative outdoor play they learn to independently direct
their own adventures and projects applying their will and developing creativity, flexibility and adaptability.
They also maintain the joy of interaction with nature which can stay with them throughout their lifetime.
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Content Description
The World Around Us-

Integrated Overarching Theme
Outdoor Play, Bushwalk and Practical Garden and Home Activities
(Daily and weekly activities)

Students will learn to:
1. Play outdoors with diverse natural materials in creative landscapes, using the senses to explore.
Create changing special places in and outdoors e.g. cubbies, garden groves, shop stalls, drama
stages. Represent familiar places and spaces in outdoor landscapes.
2. Creatively question the possibilities for adventurous projects, communicate about them, predict
better methods and amend their projects for a better result.
3. Observe and experience the teacher using care and wisdom in looking after the classroom and
environment. Interact in these activities, discuss and care for these places.
4. Bushwalk through natural landscapes and observe and interact with the environment and
contribute to a seasonal nature table.
5. Garden with simple familiar tools and become aware of the needs of plants through experience of
their care.
6. Cook safely with equipment using school or home grown produce; measuring ingredients and
making e.g. fruit iceblocks, pizza, bread or soups.
7. They observe, identify, pose questions about and locate the different places, activities and spaces
of the wider school environment and their designs, why they are special and how they are given
meaning and to look after them ie the classroom, gardens or bush, cubbies, sculptures or
memorials and the features of the larger school environment.
8. They collect, share and record data and observed experiences from the local environment in
seasonal tables, created landscapes, drawings and maps.
Content Elaboration
Possible Student Learning Experiences
Making tunnels in sandpits, dams, playing with tree swings, building cubbies using garden materials,
sorting sizes, balancing, fastening or covering
Cooperating together to test the structures and make improvements
Exploring the environment on bushwalks, gathering objects for the Nature Table, observing weather
and making informal predictions of immanent changes
Grinding sandstone, sorting colours and making “paint”, weaving grasses, making daisy chains and
seedpod boats to float in creeks and water tunnels
Following nature trails, observing seasonal changes in trees, flowers and weather.
Digging, planting and harvesting vegetables, flowers and herbs.
Observing the teacher responding to plant needs and refining their own observations and imitating
responses; responding by watering, staking and weeding
Gathering produce from the class garden or home; making soups, cakes, ice blocks, bread.
Safely preparing food, measuring flour, milk in cups, cooking in a pot or oven, freezing ice blocks and
washing up
Becoming part of the school community and its spaces – the bio dynamic garden, café/canteen/shop,
ovals, bush areas, performing hall/ amphitheatre and/or offices and experience the different design
features and locations.
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Overarching Theme C: Handcrafts of the Traditional World
Integrated Theme

Stage 1 Classes K-3

The Central Experience of the Content from the Perspective of History
The experience of traditional handcrafts takes children to times of old when the family made many of the
furnishings, tools and clothes in their homes, when crafts were done by all around the fire at night and
care was taken with the objects which represented many hours of labour. The love of colour, texture and
form of their work nurtures their artistic sense. They experience gratitude for and connection to the
natural world and the beautiful resources it provides.
Future Capacities
The children develop a sense of care for each other’s work and a feeling of community that will remain
with them. They learn to appreciate the beauty and artistry of handmade goods and the empowerment
that comes from being able to make one’s own belongings. The development of community through
shared activity forms a model of a sustainable and creative future. The natural environment around them
is valued as the source of the beautiful materials from which handcrafts are made.

Kindergarten / Class 1 Weaving and French knitting
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Content description
Technology/History

Traditional Handcrafts of the World : Stage 1

Students will learn to:
1. Prepare wool, wash, card according to traditional methods; to spin, knit in plain and purl, shape
and caste on and off and make a range of toys, household items and clothes.
2. Sew and use simple embroidery.
3. Felt wool, sew up and make simple toys and home furnishings.
4. To dye fabrics and wool.
5. Sand and oil wood for home or classroom objects.
6. Create simple bushcrafts.
7. Experience traditional crafts, tools, equipment and their use in the past and now
8. Work in a community of teachers, family and community members, building social relationships
9. Experience gratitude to the natural environment as the source of the materials used in handcrafts.

Possible Teachers
Presentations and
Children’s Learning
Experiences

Content Elaboration
Threefold Cycle of Content
Multimodal Artistic Activities
Representation or Deep
Understanding

Children observe spinning with
a drop spindle or spinning
wheel.

They see handmade knitted
toys and clothing and observe
knitting needles being made
and knitting being done by the
teacher, parents and
grandparents.

Children wash wool fleece and card
wool.
They spin with a drop spindle or wheel
and wind balls of wool.
They make wooden knitting needles,
and knit and then sew knitted pieces
into toys, clothing or other items as
gifts or classroom items such as a
class blanket.
They felt balls, cradles, tablemats,
recorder bags or wall hangings for their
classroom or gifts for family.

They hear stories of the
shepherd, shearing, the
spinning wheel, dyeing of
wool, woodchoppers and
carpenters.

Children do simple sewing of chair
bags, craft bags or crayon bags. They
do simple embroidery and later cross
stitch forms.

Children see community
members sewing and their
finished craftwork used in the
school.

Children gather bush or beach items
such as leaves, seedpods, shells and
driftwood and make bush and beach
crafts for the classroom and home.

Children see the woodworker
or teacher preparing wood,
sanding and polishing.

They sand wood and oil or use
beeswax to polish items such as
chopping boards for the home and
classroom.
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Children develop a deep
connection to the joy and
satisfaction of making
something with their own
hands which traditional life
gave.
Children gain skill in plain,
purl and in shaping, casting
off and on of knitting.
They appreciate the
closeness to the beauty of
nature and its forms,
colours and textures which
arises in traditional
craftwork.
Children experience the
contribution of the natural
environment to life and
family.
Children experience the
ways of life of traditional
times in their own class
community - times in which
everything in the
environment was made
with care and artistry.
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Class 2

Class 1

Class 3
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Traditional Handcrafts of the World
Range of Activities
(A Creative Arts Curriculum will detail Scope and Sequence in Stage 2 of the ASCF Project
2014)

Approach

Wool
crafts

Weaving

Dollmaking
Paper
crafts
Wood
work

Sewing

Trades
Metalwork
Festival
crafts

Kindergarten
Imitated crafts
Self-directed crafts
in play

Class 1
Imitated and
Guided Crafts
Self-directed crafts
in play
Freeform carded
As for Kinder plus:
wool pictures
Hand teasing of
Pompoms
wool into thread,
Twists
Knitting
Finger knitting
Plain
Free form felting
e.g. recorder bags,
pot holders, small
animals
Freeform wool, nature materials, grass
baskets

Class 2
Imitated and Guided
Crafts

Class 3
Guided and Instructed
Crafts

Knotted Dolls

Eg Simple Knitted dolls

Knitting: purl, castes off, shapes pattern,
casting on
Crochet: chain stitch and double
Braiding simple cords
Class 3 –knitted and crocheted caps,
scarves, hats, jumpers

Weaves with fingers, joins in ends and
finishes piece from loom

Paper crafts, Lanterns, Moving pictures
Origami
Free creations with
Making dolls furniture from twigs and
seedpods, leaves,
branches
twigs, bark.
Sanding Wood, free woodwork
Sanding Wood,
eg Kitchen boards
Free woodwork
Making knitting needles
Free form sewing
Sews running
Sews on fine
stitch on wool.
fabric with sharp
needle, overstitch
seams
Sews on button
Increasingly well-formed cubbies, climbing structures

Measuring, plans,
sawing, sanding,
hammering, architraves,
beams, furniture.
Craft bag
Simple Embroidery
Glove puppets

Mudbricks, model
houses, full-size class
building projects
Candle making, flower wreaths, leaf rubbings, corn dolls, bread dough figures, decorated
candles, tissue paper mobiles and transparencies, beeswax figures.
Egg decorating
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Overarching Theme D: Morning Circle
Morning Circle Classes 1 - 3
The day has its rhythm and each morning we rebuild the class community by activities that reunite the
individuals into a whole. Each morning an integrated session of movement, choral verse speaking,
singing, instrumental (recorder and percussion) playing of material (poems, songs and action rhymes)
related to the current Main Lesson content serves to:
 deepen the learning through artistic experience; and
 reunite the students of the class into a community.
Future Capacities
Creativity and team playing grow from shared artistic experiences such as Morning Circle.
Learning in community fosters a sense of relationship and being a member of a team. The artistic
deepening of learned content fosters a creative imaginative and inner mobility.

Content Description
English/ Creative Arts

Morning Circle
Practice Lessons

Students will learn to:
1. Move action verses in chorus
2. Speak poetry and nursery rhymes in chorus
3. Speak alliterative verses embedding phonemic awareness (through phoneme substitution and
deletion)
4. Sing songs of poetic verses
5. Play recorder and percussion
6. Develop narratives of simple oral presentations of recent happenings (news) as a narrative
differentiating past events, the present and future. Connect to the children’s news stories of the
wider families, community, nation and world including countries of Asia Pacific.
7. Experience rhythmic, sound and word patterns in poems, chants, rhymes and songs
8. Understand at an emerging level the difference between formal and informal forms of address in
school contexts and how language varies when people take on different roles in social and
classroom interactions

Learning Experiences

Multi-Modal Artistic Activities

Students
learn aurally and speak
expressive poetry in chorus

Students:
perform choral recitation of
quality poetry

speak alliterative verses and
move action rhymes

Representation and Deep
Learning

Students experience
coordinated speech, image
and movement which imprints
learning more deeply.

move elements of stories in
space through eurythmy

play instruments: recorder
and percussion
sing songs connected to
seasons, nature and Main
Lesson content
experience repetition (chorus)
and contrast (verses) in song
and poetry
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Morning Circle Verses Class 1 -3
Examples
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Achievement Standards Class 3: ENGLISH
Receptive Modes (listening, reading and viewing)
1. By the end of Year 3 students understand how content can be organised using different text
structures depending on the purpose of the text. They understand how language features,
images and vocabulary choices are used for different effects.
2. They read texts that contain varied sentence structures, a range of punctuation conventions and
images that provide additional information. They identify literal and implied meaning connecting
ideas in different parts of a text. They select information, ideas and events in texts that relate to
their own lives and to other lives. They listen to others’ views and respond appropriately.
Productive Modes (speaking, writing and creating)
3. Students understand how language features are used to link and sequence ideas. They
understand how language can be used to express feelings and opinions on topics. Their texts
include writing and images to express and develop in some detail experiences, events,
information, ideas and characters.
4. Students create a range of texts for familiar and unfamiliar audiences. They contribute actively to
group and class discussions, asking relevant questions, providing useful feedback and making
presentations. They demonstrate understanding of grammar and choose vocabulary and
punctuation appropriate to the purpose and context of their writing. They use knowledge of
sounds and high frequency words to spell words accurately, checking their work for meaning.
They write using joined letters that are accurately formed and consistent in size.

General Capabilities Class 3:

ENGLISH

Literacy:
The Year 3 English curriculum builds further skills and attitudes that enhance their literacy development.
They become independent readers able to read, comprehend and speak about a range of simple texts.
They listen to, represent and respond to some ancient literature of creation, authority and rulership, works
which have inspired generations of humanity with their depth and quality.
Numeracy:
The literature of the ancient world experienced in Year 3 introduces some numeric concepts that provide
a historical background to learning about measurement (eg the cubit) and time (eg the cycles of ancient
kings, the generations of families).
Information and communication technology:
See Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework paper “Educational Foundations: Steiner Approach to ICT
Integration. In Class3 the children plan, draft and edit writing. They also use a range of appropriate
punctuation. All these skills are consolidated and extended throughout Primary schooling before being
worked with digitally.
Critical and creative thinking:
Learning continues to work through the imagination as students build inner pictures which are expressed
through illustration, movement and text. Grammar is introduced through imaginative games and stories
which personify parts of speech and lead to a visualizing of the key elements. Students reflect on the
stories to which they listen, and discuss and review them with a greater independence.
Ethical behaviour:
In the Year 3 English content, students experience a significant stage in human cultural development with
the emergence of formal written rules (eg The Ten Commandments) as guides to behaviour, rather than
the unwritten law of custom in earlier historical cultures. Teachers work with this experience in developing
classroom rules in a consultative manner with students, to establish an ethical framework for relations
within the classroom and a guide to students’ own ethical choices.
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Personal and social competence:
Students consider their behaviour in the group, and reflect on their behaviour in relation to the formal
rules. They consider the understandings that underlie social life as they become more conscious of
formal rules and regulations, as distinct from the directives of the adults in their lives. They speak to
others about the texts they have read, and read in group settings.
Intercultural understanding:
The stories the students experience in Year 3 English provide them with a rich understanding of the
cultures from which they are drawn. There are a range of activities undertaken to deepen the cultural
experience of the literature including song, drama, festival and dance.

Cross Curriculum Perspectives Class 3:

ENGLISH

Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
A number of Year 3 readers in the Reading program can be drawn from stories of Australian aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander cultures and will continue to deepen students’ understanding of the indigenous
perspective.
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia
The broad experience of diverse cultures on which the curriculum is based continues to build a tolerance
for diversity and difference in general, which indirectly promotes a sense of connection with all other
cultures, including Asia.
Sustainability:
The Year 3 student (around the age 9) develops a heightened sense of separation of self and world. The
continued emphasis on imaginative learning builds a bridge into Nature through the enhance sympathy
that imaginative thinking promotes, in contrast to the subject-object separation that traditional intellectual
thinking can provide. The curriculum strongly links with the literature of farming in Science where images
of a healthy sustainable balance between humanity and nature are described.
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Achievement Standard Class 3:

MATHEMATICS

1. By the end of Class 3 children recall number facts to 20. They recognise, read, write and identify
place value and sequence numbers to 1 000 and are familiar with numbers to 10 000. They
identify odd and even numbers. They recite 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 6x, 8x,10x tables. They rhythmically
count by 2x to 10x and can complete simple number sequences and find missing elements
involving simple addition, subtraction and multiplication. They estimate and solve algorithms with
the four processes to 1000 with trading including simple division. They use mental arithmetic and
diverse strategies to solve problems with 4 processes. They use metric measurement of length,
mass and capacity and solve simple problems.
2. They do simple algorithms of the four processes with money, recognise notes and coins and give
change. They read clock time to the five minutes. They read and interpret dates, month and
seasons on calendars. They estimate and measure length, mass and capacity. They create and
interpret pictorial maps of local geography and agriculture. They use the language of direction.
They understand and describe outcomes of practical everyday events in their immediate
experience. They gather data, draw and represent through table and, picture graphs, the
information for farming and building and interpret it.
3. They draw accurate freehand geometric forms and recognise and draw two and four-fold
symmetries. They create 3-d forms in modelling as well as in building. The children have an
understanding of angles in the practical applications of construction.

General Capabilities Class 3:

MATHEMATICS

Literacy
Literacy is interwoven within the Mathematics Topics throughout this stage in the poems and verses of
morning circle. In Class 3 a new language of formal measurement of length, weight and capacity eg
cubit, palm, digit and metric terms (3.9) as well as eg sundial, plumb line , hourglass (3.11) koku,
shekel (3.10) are brought to the children. From Class 1 to Class 3, books, in which there are visual
representations, written explanations and calculations, are created for each Mathematics Main Lesson.
Numeracy
In Stage 1 the learning is of a practical and authentic nature. Mathematics is applied in relation to the
content in other learning areas such as Farming and Building. The teacher embeds, through the
content elaborations in column 1, the story/descriptive content for the learning in relation to the world.
Mathematics is thus experienced as a world to which they can apply all aspects of their related practical
skills, artistic exploration and creative thinking.
Competence in Information and Communication Technology
In the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework in Stage 1 the scaffolding of later work in ICT is begun.
1. Technology is understood in its relationship to the world and their work. eg measurement
instruments such as scales and measuring jugs; sundials and clocks and a tape measure for
building- all give an understanding of how technology can support our interaction in the world. (3.93.11)
2. The scaffolded skills of visual representation and clear organisation, filing and retrieving information
are built in their bookwork.
Critical and Creative Thinking
In Stage 1 the development of critical and creative thinking is built through
1. Oral language skills. The ability to develop nuances of thought requires the equivalent richness of
language and syntax brought in stories of the history of measurement of time, money and
length, weight and capacity.
2. Work with concrete and artistic representation of measurement in which the visual thinking is
developed.
3. Development of diverse strategies to solve mathematical problems (3.8 partitioning, regrouping,
visual representation, estimation).
4. The Form Drawing (3.12) fourfold symmetry exercises, metamorphoses and transformations
from inner to outer curves develop the ability for imaginative and flexible thinking.
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Ethical Behaviour
This capability is developed
1. In the connection of mathematical ideas to the beauty of the formative dynamics of the natural world
(Form Drawing 3.12) a connection which underpins ethical decision making in the future.
2. When appreciation for the mathematical work of people as applied to building, farming and
measurement is understood and created objects are valued.
1. Personal and Social Competence
2. This is developed in the class community through shared building and farming projects requiring eg
measurement, group explorations and an emphasis on ethical personal endeavour rather than
competitive achievement.

Intercultural Understanding
Connection and respect for other cultures is built initially through
1. Mathematical learning embedded in stories from many times and cultures and how they developed
measurement systems of time (eg China and Egypt), money (China, Japan, Mesopotamia) and
length, weight capacity (Egypt) throughout history.

Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 3: MATHEMATICS
Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
Opportunities for integration of these histories and cultures come through the story streams of eg
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples which stream through Mathematics Topics as well as
Science and History.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
The integration of Asian cultures comes from the story stream of measurement from China and Japan
as well as other cultures researched.
Sustainability
Environmental integrity comes through connection and this is built through the Form Drawing Topic 3.12
which looks at dynamic forms underlying the natural world.
Practical work is begun in representing measurement data eg for building (3.8) and the
investigation, evaluation and communication of this data.
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Achievement Standard Class 3

SCIENCE/ GEOGRAPHY

1. Students illustrate and describe the role of the landscape, weather and seasons as well as the plants
and animals in relation to farming and the human being’s need for food, water, clothing and shelter. .
They suggest action to solve a geographical/scientific challenge. They exhibit skill, care and
confidence in gardening and farming.
2. Students are able to complete and describe a range of building processes for the constructed
environment and design according to the activity of the space and preferences e.g. mud-brick
making, mixing of mortar or woodwork. They can follow instructions, observe, communicate,
investigate improvements and evaluate and adjust processes. They identify the uses of different
materials and resources.
3. Students experience and understand people’s need for food, shelter, light and warmth and the
relationship to the managed environment. They cultivate and cook with a range of farm produce e.g.
grains and work with yeast processes in bread making. They have a practical experience in
composting processes and the role of warmth and light.
4. Students are able to discuss and write about daily and seasonal time in farming e.g. planting,
harvest, growth of spring or winter crops and cycles of farm animals and their young. They are able to
illustrate and describe the importance of weather to farm life. They illustrate, calculate and describe
time sequences of the sun and the hours and minutes of the day and night and changes to the
landscape and weather over time.
5. In interacting with the physical world students illustrate the importance of light in gardening and in
building designs. They observe the role of warmth from the sun in seed germination. They can use
notation to record simple melodies in music e.g. the octave, time signature and rhythm. They apply
practical understanding of balance and support structures in building.
6. Students describe the work of farmers, builders and allied trades and their knowledge and skills.
They understand the role of accurate measurement and the importance of house and building design.
They can outline the work of home builders of different cultures, climates or terrains.
7. Students safely use gardening, cooking, building and handcraft tools and equipment. They measure
and record details of building and farm plans, handcraft projects and recipes using formal
measurements. They pose simple scientific and geographical questions, gather information from
different sources and observe, investigate and adjust projects e.g. cooking, the garden and the role of
the sun and water in plant care. They test their project predictions and communicate results in
appropriate oral, written and visual forms using simple scientific or geographical terminology of
landscape features, weather and seasons.
8. Students describe landscapes, vegetation and weather of local areas and identify and describe
similarities and differences between the characteristics of these places and the distribution of
features. They and investigate historical development of farming and settlement; researching the
relationship between geography, climate, farming and historical development presenting conclusions
in simple tables and graphs.
9. Students represent location of places on labelled, pictorial maps with legend, title and north point and
cardinal compass points.
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General Capabilities Class 3

SCIENCE/ GEOGRAPHY

Literacy
Farming and brings work with writing which is more factual such as reports of farm trips and recipes.
Similarly Building has objective descriptions of procedures for e.g. making mud bricks. A new language
for both topics develops the children’s geographical, scientific, and general vocabulary.
Numeracy
Building in particular follows on well from measurement and extends the work into the practical domain
further. The rhythms of time in Farming are highlighted with the importance of the sun and the seasons.
ICT
The scaffolding of skills continues with the objective and more technical layout of the Main Lesson Books
for the topics of Farming and Building. An appreciation for technology and the history of tools is brought
in the House Building and the Farming also.
Critical and Creative Thinking
The practical skills in Farming and Building are not the only focus. Questions such as How and why the
dairy farms, orchards or timber mills were developed? take into account the geography, climate and
history of the area. The study of building brings in an experiential way the needs of people and the
available materials in the vicinity and their properties. Investigation, planning, designing, implementing,
reflecting, concluding and adjusting are all part of building and farming practice.
Ethical Behaviour
Understanding the gifts of nature in Farming brings gratitude. The work of the farmer, the sun and rain,
the wonder of the growth of the plant from the seed all provide the groundwork for future ethical
considerations. The cooperation needed for all the trades to build a house for a family speaks of true
community life.
Personal and Social Competence
Pictures of the interdependence of all people on the various trades and workers in both Building and
Farming give a picture of social cooperation and appreciation. As the children work together on Class
gardens and structures they develop skills in cooperation, planning and focus on the task for the good of
the larger group.
Intercultural Understanding
The homes of different cultures, the festivals of the Hebrew people and the farming practices of the
migrant peoples of the local area are just some ways that cultural understanding is developed.

Cross Curriculum Priorities Class 3 SCIENCE/ GEOGRAPHY
Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
In Class 3 a consideration is given to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples and their ability to
live with their various forms of temporary shelters. The availability of bush food is also brought in
narrative form.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
Similarly the homes of Asian design and the farming practices of Asian migrant communities can be
integrated in Class 3.
Sustainability
Farming as brought in Class 3 covers natural and simple sustainable practices such as organic farming
methods, preserving and the making of e.g. bread, butter. The experience of cooking and eating from
their own garden at school counteracts the experience of shop bought foods and practices. The use of
natural local building materials such as mud bricks, teaches sustainable building practices. The study of
the interdependence of the local or regional farming and constructed environment is evident as is the
cooperation between communities through the trades.
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Achievement Standards Class 3 HISTORY
1. Children experience immersion in:
*Literature and Culture of Creation and Tradition and Literature and Culture of Authority and
Rulership
*Historical Practices of Farming and Building in the Local Area, Handcrafts and Festival and
Celebrations
2. Children work with enthusiasm in
* Drawing, retelling, illustrating, dramatizing and making handcrafts from historical tales
*Participating in farming, gardening and building practices from the past
3. Children engage with, ask questions about and reflect on the past farming and building
practices from located sources. They compare, identify and explain development and
further changes in communities. They discuss the significance of traditional farming,
building and craft tools. They experience festival items, art prints, sculptures and sacred texts
from diverse cultures.
4. They explore, understand and record the relationships between history, geography,
development of communities and festivals in the local area and its farming history and indigenous
life of the area
5. They communicate: Write narratives and reports, sequencing events and people and using
timelines and informal historical terms. They draw, perform in drama and music and make items
from history topics in class and group projects and performances for History of Farming and
Building and Cultures of Creation, Tradition, Authority and Rulership.

General Capabilities Class 3 HISTORY
In Stage 1 History the focus is on family, school and community festivals and celebrations, handcrafts of
the traditional world, folk tales and legends of times past, history of the local area with regard to
farming, building and indigenous beginnings.
Literacy
Children develop strong listening skills as they hear songs, poems, descriptive reports and stories told
each day.
These stories and descriptions are recalled, illustrated, enacted and excerpts written in Class 3 as
children take on more independent writing and editing. In Class 3 children communicate through oral
language in news, story recall, individual, group and class recitation and festival celebrations.
In Class 3 they also communicate understanding of the historical development of the local area
from the original indigenous inhabitants to the use of land for farming and settlement and the
development of building.
Numeracy
In Stage 1 History, Numeracy is used in the experience of time through daily, weekly and seasonal
rhythms. These are experienced through verses, songs and family, community and festival events.
Numeracy is also involved in knitting, crochet or stitching patterns.
ICT
Technology in Class 3
The history of the tools and equipment associated with handwork eg spinning wheel, knitting needles,
weaving looms; stitching frames and carding brushes provide the beginning of a healthy understanding of
the development of use of technology.
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In Class 3 there is a major focus on the technology of building and farming and the associated
tools and skills. Mud brick making, woodwork, thatch, measurement equipment as well as
spades, hand ploughs, scythes and grain grinders or mills are used and/or studied.
Gaining skill in recording learning in multimodal artistic ways, with well organised structure in their own
created Main Lesson Books still precedes the use of files and folders in ICT.
Critical and Creative Thinking
Creative thinking, the ability to later ask historical questions and develop new interpretations and
insights is developed in Class 3 through the rich literary historical sources of stories of Creation,
Tradition, Authority and Rulership form the Hebrew tradition. The archetypal pictures of historical
human development are taken in at this age in pictures of the narratives. They embody deep concepts of
human society as it changes from one ruled by authority to an awakening individuality and autonomy.
Critical thinking is a more conceptual and conscious process which develops after the period of formal
operations begins at age 12 and moves from the biographical basis to the analytical at 14. Early
practical aspects are begun in Class 3 when children look at the landscape and climate of their
area and understand the uses of the land that emerged and where the settlement took place.
Ethical Behaviour
An attitude of reverence and gratitude pervades Stage 1. In Class 3 the children hear of the cycles of
nature and the sun, rain and human work that allow the cultivation of the earth. They also know of the
gifts of the earth and plant kingdom used in building eg grasses, bamboo, trees and stones. Because
they have with their own hands made bricks and built houses they have an experience of the care due
material objects and structures.
Personal and Social Competence
The teachers of Class 3 provide models of positive relationships and responsible decisions, they chose
narratives with these themes. In Class 3 the large amount of practical work in Framing, Building and
Measurement calls for practical cooperation among children. Comparative assessment and
competitive sports are not included in the curriculum at this age.

Intercultural Understanding
Festivals from diverse cultures, stories and folk tales from around the world, songs and poems from other
lands in morning circle continue to be important aspects of intercultural understanding.
In Class 3 the Hebrew tradition and the related stories from the Egyptian exile bring another cultural
perspective. Traditional Hebrew folk dancing, songs and festivals form a related study.

Cross Curriculum Priorities

Class 3 HISTORY

Histories and cultures of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples
In Class 3 a consideration is given to the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples and their ability to
live with their various forms of temporary shelters. The availability of bush food is also brought in
narrative form.
Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
Similarly the homes of Asian design and the farming practices of Asian migrant communities can be
integrated in Class 3.
Sustainability
Farming as brought in Class 3 covers natural and simple sustainable practices such as organic farming
methods, preserving and the making of eg bread, butter. The experience of cooking and eating from their
own garden at school counteracts the experience of shop bought foods and practices.
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